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Abstract: Juvenile wood (JW) can influence the performance of structural boards since 
it presents lower physical and mechanical properties. This study aimed evaluate the 
influence of JW proportion on density and modulus of elasticity (MOE) on boards for 
structural use. Pinus taeda logs 30 years old, had growth rings manually counted (on the 
pith to bark direction), and the first six rings were painted with color red (0-6), followed 
by blue (6.1-12), orange (12.1-18), green (18.1-24), and yellow (over 24.1), successively, and 
cut into boards. The proportion of each color was obtained by analysis of the transversal 
areas of boards with software. MOE was obtained by a nondestructive test. Multiple 
linear regression models were applied with 5% of significance. The estimated MOE 
indicates that boards with at least 57% of orange and green colors (between 12.1 – 24 
years old) can achieve the minimum MOE value for using as structural as well as boards 
without red color but with the presence of green and yellow can have MOE bigger than 
7000 MPa. The study indicates a behavior tendency about which proportion and mixed 
colors can affect the MOE of the board to be classified as structural.

Key words: Structural wood products, Cross-laminated timber, glued laminated timber, 
non-destructive tests, fast grown forests.

INTRODUCTION 
Advances in timber products and consumption of 
those materials for construction have increased 
the demand for wood. For this reason, plantation 
forestry focused on improving the growth rates 
to supply wood to the market, but this model 
often emphasizes only maximizing the volume of 
wood. However, these improvements in growth 
rates result in a higher proportion of juvenile 
wood (JW) (Moore & Cown 2017, Schimleck et al. 
2018). 

JW can be defined as wood formed in 
the first years of tree growth and under the 
hormonal influence of the apical meristem by 
young cambium initials while trees are exposed 
to lateral forces such as winds (Barnett & 

Bonham 2004). Growth rates in the first years are 
higher than in the ultimate years of the rotation, 
and it results in a higher proportion of JW in 
relation to the total area of the log. Moreover, 
the physical and mechanical properties of JW 
are inferior to those found in adult wood (AW). 
A high proportion of juvenile wood within a tree 
can be a critical determinant in the quality of 
solid wood products (Zobel & Sprague 1998, 
Moore et al. 2012, Wessels et al. 2011, Rais et al. 
2014), and it leads to a negative effect on wood 
quality, which is particularly problematic for 
structural timber use (Lasserre et al. 2009).  

As manufacturing structural timber products 
sometimes requires boards with larger widths 
and thicknesses, due to the variation within 
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trees, these boards usually present different 
mechanical properties. For this, understanding 
the potential of softwood from fast-growth 
plantations is advantageous to optimize the 
competitiveness in the market of wood-based 
structural products. 

Simultaneously, the production of wood-
based structural products in the world follows 
standards which consider specific classifications 
of wood. In the European Standard EN 338 (2016), 
the minimum value of modulus of elasticity 
(MOE) to a softwood classified as structural 
timber is 7000 MPa. This standard allows to 
categorize timber by bending test and provides 
the possible values of density for each one of 
the strength classes. However, as reported by 
Moore et al. (2013), it is the nature of the grading 
system that one of the properties will limit and 
constrain timber to a grade and in their study, 
they showed stiffness was the limiting property.  

Even so, some structural products such 
as laminated veneer lumber, glued laminated 
timber, and cross-laminated timber can 
accommodate JW in their middle layers without 
substantial impacts on the product performance. 
But these wood products must achieve a certain 
minimum characteristic value to compete with 
other materials. For this, models that can link 
internal wood property distributions to the end 
product’s performance are important to help the 
wood processing sector understand what the 
next challenges will be to improve the quality of 
produced wood (Moore & Cown 2017).   

One of the most produced woods in Brazil is 
Pinus taeda, which have the second biggest area 
of commercially planted forests, and around 27.9 
million m3 was consumed as lumber in 2018. 
Such forests have an annual average growth 
rate of 30 m3.ha-1.year-1 (Ibá 2019), and this growth 
results in a high proportion of JW in the wood, a 
low density and poorer mechanical properties. 
However, after the fifteenth year, Pinus taeda 

starts to produce AW (Ballarin & Palma 2003). 
AW has features of smaller ring widths, higher 
densities and better mechanical properties 
(Moore et al. 2012, Erasmus et al. 2018). For the 
importance of the species on the economy, as 
well as the minimum requirements needed for 
structural timber, studies should understand 
how JW proportion influences the boards. 

In light of the fast growth rates in plantation 
forestry of Pinus taeda in southern Brazil and the 
different mechanical properties of JW formed in 
these trees, this study aims to evaluate what 
is the JW proportion influence on longitudinal 
MOE, and density, to classify softwood boards 
for structural purposes according to the EN 338 
standard. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Logs (n=5) of Pinus taeda wood were randomly 
chosen at a sawmill yard in Capão Alto city, Santa 
Catarina, Brazil. A commercial company supplied 
the logs to the sawmill. The planting forests 
were located at Campo Belo do Sul region, 
Santa Catarina, Brazil, latitude 27°53’55” S and 
longitude 50°45’26” W, Köppen classification Cfb, 
and annual precipitation average of 1406 mm. 
The average diameter of logs was between 350-
450 mm, with 3060 mm in length, and the trees 
were 30 years old. In order to obtain the average 
diameter, the circumferences (small-end and 
big-end) were measured on all the logs, and 
by the reason between the circumference and 
number pi the average diameters were obtained. 

Material preparation started with counting 
manually the growth rings, on the pith to bark 
direction, and separating each six growth years 
with an ink mark. Next, with spray ink, the total 
area corresponding to the first six years of 
growth was painted in red (R) color. The same 
process for the other years was made, being blue 
(B) for the corresponding growth rings interval 
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between 6.1-12; orange (O) to rings between 12.1-
18; green (G) to 18.1-24 and yellow (Y) to 24.1-30 
years (Figure 1a). The choice of six years was to 
facilitate evaluation by means of visualization 
of colored areas and to facilitate the painting 
of colors around the transversal area since the 
log had a diameter of around 350-450 mm. This 
distribution also facilitated the application of 
green and yellow colors, due to the ring width 
being closer to the outer area of the log. The 
sequence of colors was chosen to avoid mixing 
colors, as red and orange are considered warm 
colors, by this reason, the sequence was one 
warm color and one cold.  All logs were painted 
one day before the sawing to dry the inks. 

The pattern for sawing wood was according 
to the commercial measurements of the sawmill 
company, these dimensions were 25 x 150 x 3060 
mm and 25 x 100 x 3060 mm (thickness, width, 
length). The pattern had as a goal to obtain a 
greater yield of boards, for this reason, boards 
have 150 mm width, and most of the boards from 
edges have 100 mm. Because of sawing pattern, 
most of the boards had a radial distribution 

(Figure 1b). Logs were numbered, and after 
sawing, they (n=113) were marked with a sequence 
of letters and numbers to allow separate each 
board according to the corresponding log. After 
that step, the boards followed to a kiln to dry 
until achieving a moisture content of 10%. The 
kiln drying program followed the steps used by 
the sawmill. In order to keep track of the progress 
of the lumber drying, eight pairs of stainless-
steel electrodes were nailed to the lumber until 
the desired moisture content was achieved. 

Then, boards from each log were separated 
in an ascending order to take photographs of 
transversal areas for posterior image analysis. 
The sequence of boards was always ascending 
(board 1 to board i) to aim have not errors. A 
scale with a known measure was positioned 
with the boards to help calibrate the scale of 
the software (Figure 2a). 

To calculate the proportion of colors on 
each board by image analysis the software 
ImageJ (opened to the public) was used. The 
proceeding to calculate the area followed the 
steps: (a) one photograph for each log was taken; 

Figure 1. Colors distribution on the transversal area of logs for each 6 growth ring years of the tree (a) and 
distribution of boards within a log (b). 
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(b) the scale was calibrated on each picture to 
avoid errors; (c) the cross-sectional total area of 
the board was selected manually and calculated 
by the software; (d) cross-sectional areas of 
each color were manually selected and after 
also calculated by the software; (e) by a simple 
rule of three the percentage of each color in 
each board was determined. In the Figure 2b the 
interface of a board marked by its area and the 
window for area calculus made by the software 
is illustrated. The possible color combinations 
for the boards were: RBO, RBOG, RBOGY, BOGY, 
BOG, BO, OG and GY.

Then, all boards were measured in the 
three directions and weighed on an electronic 
balance to obtain the apparent density. The 
conditioning of the boards (from drying up to 
apparent density measurement) lasted around 
90 days with an average temperature of 25°C 
and moisture content of 65%. 

Preliminary bending tests were performed 
on ten boards using the automatic displacement 
transducer. In doing so, it was guaranteed that 
the displacement to be measured in the other 
pieces was always within the elastic limits. The 
results of the preliminary tests indicated that 
should be used a maximum load (force) of 90 

N for the boards with 150 mm width and a load 
of 80 N for the boards with 100 mm width. Since 
the mean length of the boards is 3060 mm, a 
constant span of 2720 mm was used between 
the support of the end boards. The procedure 
to measure the displacement follows the order 
described by Rosa et al. (2019): an inductive 
transducer was positioned at the central point of 
the span (with the board without any load), then, 
a load was applied; then MOE was calculated. 

The statistical data analysis followed the 
next steps: (a) all boards (n = 113) were classified 
by the MOE within each stiffness class as 
recommended by EN 338 (2016). Next, according 
to the number of boards the percentage of the 
representativeness of each stiffness class was 
calculated; (b) aiming to identify the MOE value 
that JW proportion starts to increase in relation 
to the AW, a dispersion plot of the data with the 
intersection between JW and AW tendency lines 
was made; (c) Pearson’s correlation among all 
color variables versus MOE and versus density 
was run with 5% of significance; (d) before linear 
regression models, all data was processed by 
an analysis graph to identify possible outliers, 
which did not occur; (e) multiple linear 
regression model with all colors was tested (Eq. 

Figure 2. Example of wood Pinus taeda boards positioned by numbers (a) to marking and calculating of area by 
image analysis at software ImageJ (b).
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1), and after, two different new models were 
separated, one with all possible colors from AW 
(Eq. 2) and second with all colors corresponding 
to the JW (Eq. 3). For comparison, the models 
were run twice, first with the colors described 
as qualitative and second as quantitative. 
Qualitative means the presence or absence of 
the colors on the board, and quantitative the 
percentage of each color present on a board. 
The presence of a color assumed a value of 1, 
and the absence assumed a value of 0. To the 
variables with more than one color in a board, 
presence only was considered when all the 
colors were present, e.g., a board with colors red, 
blue and orange is considered present in the 
variable RBO. (f) After an analysis of residual 
plots was made and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 
was run with 5% of significance. 

The same steps for the estimation of density 
linear regression models were conducted. 
Equation 1 originated the models 1 and 2 for MOE 
and 7 and 8 for density; Eq 2 models 3 and 4 for 
MOE and 9 and 10 density and Eq 3 originated 
the models 5 and 6 and 11 and 12 for MOE and 
density, respectively (Table I). 

RESULTS 
The grading of the boards according to the EN 
338 (2016) is in Table II. The grading in relation 
to the MOE indicated that 42.48% of the boards 
achieved the minimum values to be structural. 
Most of the boards graded as structural are 
in class C14 and C16, whose MOE interval is 
between 7000 to 9000 MPa. When we observe 
the density, most of the boards have presented 
higher density values. These boards (92.92%) 
were placed in the higher classes C50 and C45, 
and none board was placed below C27.

Figure 3 has the intersection among the 
wood proportions with the point that indicates 
the corresponding MOE value. When the portion 
of JW starts to be less than 50%, at that point, 
the MOE is around 7000 MPa. It is also possible 
to observe that the type of wood proportions 
varies according to the MOE value. When MOE 
is lower the proportion of JW is higher, but the 
behavior is inverse when the MOE is greater, 
and it means the proportion of AW is higher. 
For density, this point is around 540 kg.m-3, the 
behavior of decreasing JW proportion while 
density increases were equal as observed for 
MOE.

In Table III, Pearson’s correlations indicated 
that the red and blue colors had a negative 

Table I. Models for estimation of Modulus of Elasticity (MOE) and apparent density based on the general 
equations.

Models (type of variables)

Equations MOE Density

Eq. 1 y= bo + b1 RBO + b2 RBOG + b3 RBOGY + b4 BOGY + b5 BOG + b6 
BO + B7 OG

1 (qualitative)
2 (quantitative)

7 (qualitative)
8 (quantitative)

Eq. 2 y = bo + b1 OG + b2 OGY + b3 GY
3 (qualitative)

4 (quantitative)
9 (qualitative)

10 (quantitative)

Eq. 3 y = bo + b1 RBO+ b2 BO
5 (qualitative)

6 (quantitative)
11 (qualitative)

12 (quantitative)
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correlation with MOE. The behavior is the 
opposite when the colors orange, green and 
yellow are considered. When more than one color 
is present, the presence of red color indicated a 
negative correlation with MOE, as observed at 
variables RBO and RBOG. The RBOGY, BOGY, BOG, 
OG, OGY and GY presented positive correlations 
with the MOE. It was observed that for RBOGY 
the presence of red color did not give a negative 
correlation. The density results are followed by 
the same behavior tendency as MOE.

In Table IV are the linear multiple regression 
models results, which had the ANOVA test 
statistically significant to the principal models. 
Model 2 to estimate MOE with color proportion 
was not statistically significant for variables RBO, 
RBOG, RBOGY, BOGY, BOG, and BO, with p-values 
of 0.4873, 0.4880, 0.2991, 0.3071, 0.4874, and 
0.4874, respectively. In light of this result, four 
new models with AW variables (models 3 and 4) 
and JW variables (models 5 and 6) were made, 
separately. Model 3 (using AW) has had a weak 
R2 (0.2927) for the presence/absence of color 
variables and 0.3447 for the color percentage 
variables. To JW variables (Model 5 and 6) resulted 
in a simple linear regression with the RBO 
variable, for both presence/absence and color 

percentage. To predict density by the presence/
absence of color, model 7 had all significant 
variables. In model 8, with the proportion 
of color, all variables: RBO (p-value: 0.6599), 
RBOG (0.6586), RBOGY (0.0988), BOGY (0.4394), 
BOG (0.6588), BO (0.6593), and OG (0.7250) were 
rejected. The model 9 and 10, even with a weak 
R2 (0.21 and 0.30, respectively), presented all 
the variables statistically significant to predict 
density. Models 11 and 12 that considered the 
JW colors only model 12 had a good predictor of 
density since model 11 rejected the BO variable 
(p-value: 0.7844).

Models 1, 4 and 6 had the Ho hypothesis 
validated since their residuals have a normal 
data distribution (p-value>0.05). In addition, 
Model 4 presented a smaller scatter of the 
points, and better results to predict MOE when 
compared with Models 1 and 6.   Model 3 did not 
have a good distribution of residuals since it 
uses qualitative variables (presence or absence 
of color).

For density, models 7, 10 and 12 had 
p-value>0.05, also validating the Ho hypothesis. 
However, the residual plots of all models 
indicated that they had tendentiousness 

Table II. Grading of Pinus taeda boards according to the requirements of MOE and ρ (density) from EN 338 (2016) 
for logs of 350-450 mm diameter.

Stiffness Classes

MOE

(MPa)

N.S

< 7000

C14

7000

C16

8000

C18

9000

C20

9500 

C22

10000

C24

11000

C27

11500

C30

12000

C35

13000

C40

14000

C45

15000

C50

16000

n 65 20 10 3 4 6 2 1 1 1 - - -

% 57.52 17.70 8.85 2.65 3.54 5.31 1.77 0.88 0.88 0.88 - - -

Density Classes
ρ

(kg.m-3) < 350 350 370 380 400 410 420 430 460 470 480 490 520

n - - - - - - - 1 1 2 4 27 78
% - - - - - - - 0.88 0.88 1.77 3.54 23.89 69.03

N.S. – Non-structural class. n – number of samples. All references values for MOE and ρ (density) are in accordance with the EN 
338 (2016). 
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of overestimated the higher densities and 
underestimate the lower density values. 

In general, models with color percentage 
had higher values of R2 than models with 
presence/ absence colors and had a residual 
plot better adjusted. However, models 1 and 7, 
with only the presence or absence of color, had 
better results in estimating the values, instead 
of models 2 and 8, which used the proportion of 
colors as independent variables. 

Applying models 1 and 4 was possible to 
have some prediction of MOE according to the 
presence and percentage of colors. To Model 1, 
boards with RBO would have an estimated MOE 
of 5527 MPa; RBOG of 6951 MPa; RBOGY 6119 MPa; 
BOGY 7408 MPa; BOG 7501 MPa; BO 5959 MPa 
and OG of 7977 MPa. When the percentage of AW 
colors is considered (Model 4), these results are 
achieved with 57.83% of a minimum percentage 
of OG in a board to achieve 7000 MPa; to OGY 
the minimum percentage would be 74.18% and 
GY 30.18%. To estimate density by model 12, the 
maximum percentage of RBO colors present in 
a board would be 59.34% to obtain a density of 
540 kg.m-3. 

DISCUSSION  
Table II indicated only a few boards of Pinus 
taeda that can be classified inside the bigger 
stiffness grades. These low values of the MOE 
are similar to the values of Pinus taeda grown 
in Brazilian forests as shown by other studies 
(Ballarin & Palma 2003, Cunha & Matos 2010, 
Lucena et al. 2019). Probably, it indicates that 
most Pinus taeda forests in Brazil have the same 
feature of fast-growing during the rotation, 
which leads to a lower stiffness wood. On the 
other hand, density indicated an opposite 
behavior for the same boards. It is interesting 
to notice this result because in the literature 
many studies point out that usually density is 
correlated with many mechanical properties 
(Panshin & Zeeuw 1980, Fiorelli et al. 2009, Niklas 
& Spatz 2012). Typically, wood stiffness increases 
with wood density since stiffness is correlated 
positively with density (Moore et al. 2015). This 
relation does not indicate that Brazilian Pinus 
taeda will be classified as structural grade only 
because the density of boards is greater.  It is 
noticeable in this study that even achieving 
higher densities, the property cannot be used 
to classify timber as structural boards.  It may 
also indicate that, as observed by Moore et al. 
(2013), it is the nature of the grading system 
that one of the mechanical properties will 

Figure 3. Influence of juvenile and adult wood proportion on stiffness and density of Pinus taeda boards from logs 
of 350-450 mm diameter.
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limit and constrain timber to a grade. In this 
study, the same tendency of stiffness being the 
limiting property was found, which means that 
constrains boards to lower classes, C14 up to C24, 
instead of density that allows the classification 
on the upper classes, C45 until C50. These 
constraints might occur due to the presence 
of knots and/or different grains that can affect 
some of the mechanical properties, such as MOE 
(Kretschmann 2010, Hossein et al. 2011), this is 
also evidenced in Figure 3, where the scatter of 
points observed might be related to the natural 
defects of wood. Although the natural defects 
were not assessed in this study, it was observed 
that only three boards did not have any knot or 
other defect (clear lumber). The effect of knots on 

the mechanical properties, as stated by Hossein 
et al. (2011), depends on the proportion of wood 
occupied by the knots. In addition, growth sites 
and silvicultural management can also affect the 
proportion to the knots and width of the growth 
rings, wherein the increase or decrease of one 
of these properties can influence the stiffness 
of the boards.

Further, JW tends to present lower stiffness 
when compared to AW (Figure 3), which could 
mean that stiffness will increase as the 
proportion of AW rises. In the opposite behavior, 
the stiffness will be lower when the proportion 
of the JW in the board is higher. The increase 
of stiffness from JW to AW is consistent with 
findings from other studies covering a variety 

Table III. Pearson correlations of color proportion variable with MOE and density of boards from log 350-450 mm 
diameter.

MOE

RED BLUE ORANGE GREEN YELLOW

MOE
(p-value)

-0.4019
0.0000

-0.4643
0.0000

0.2069
0.0286

0.4651
0.0000

0.3828
0.0000

RBO RBOG RBOGY BO BOG

MOE
(p-value)

-0.5255
0.0000

-0.3828
0.0000

0.3850
0.0000

-0.2243
0.0174

0.1396
0.1422

BOGY OG OGY GY

MOE
(p-value)

0.0749
0.4326

0.4354
0.0000

0.4321
0.0000

0.4799
0.0000

Density

RED BLUE ORANGE GREEN YELLOW

Density
(p-value)

-0.4782
0.0000

-0.3307
0.0004

0.1367
0.1508

0.4711
0.4711

0.3986
0.3985

RBO RBOG RBOGY BO BOG

Density
(p-value)

-0.5382
0.0000

-0.3986
0.0000

0.3366
0.0003

-0.1690
0.0749

0.2032
0.0316

BOGY OG OGY GY

Density
(p-value)

0.0940
0.3242

0.3898
0.0000

0.4019
0.0000

0.4608
0.0000
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of softwood and hardwood species since the 
boards closer to the core wood will have a lower 
stiffness (Bao et al. 2001, Koponen et al. 2005, 
Moore et al. 2012). 

It is highlighted that EN 338 uses destructive 
tests to classify timber, and in this study, non-
destructive techniques for classifications were 
used. Previous studies using different non-
destructive methods present strong correlations 
when correlating MOE from non-destructive 
methods with MOE from destructive methods 
(Ballarin & Nogueira 2005, Stangerlin et al. 2008, 
Ballarin & Palma 2009), those models could 
answer an average of 85% of static MOE. In other 
words, the MOE from non-destructive tests seems 
to be 15% higher than the MOE from destructive 
tests. Nevertheless, in this study, it can have 

occurred differences in the classification of 
boards in the strength classes from EN 338, due 
to the non-destructive method applied. For this 
reason, in future studies, it is indicated that 
destructive techniques be applied to validate if 
there is a significant difference in classification 
for Brazilian Pinus taeda on strength classes.

Pearson’s correlations indicated that red 
and blue color had a negative correlation with 
MOE and density. This evidence supports the 
fact that JW presents lower stiffness, since the 
microfibril angle has a bigger influence on MOE, 
due to its lower angle in the first years of growth. 
This result highlights the increase of MOE in the 
radial direction of the tree (Moore et al. 2012). 

However, as a board hardly will have the 
presence of only one color, results for mixed 

Table IV. Linear multiple regression models for two different dependent variables, (MOE) and density. 

MOE
Presence/Absence of color %

Model
R2 /
R2

adj Model
R2 /
R2

adj

MOE= 9542.34-4015.43RBO-2590.65RBOG-
3422.94RBOGY-2134.23BOGY-2040.45BOG-

3583.31BO-1564.64OG*

0.40 
/

 0.36

(2) Rejected variables: RBO; RBOG, RBOGY, 
BOGY, BOG and BO NS -

(3) MOE=6425.61+1552.10OG+2887.00OGY+3576.19
GY*

0.29 
/

0.27

(4) MOE=5446.57+26.86OG-
20.94OGY+51.47GY*

0.34
 /

0.33

(5) MOE=7627.51-2100.59RBO
Rejected: BO (0.0767) NS

0.22 
/

 0.21
(6) MOE=9752.26-46.69RBO*

0.30 
/

 0.28
Density

Presence of color %

Model
R2 /
R2

adj Model
R2 /
R2

adj

(7) ρ=620.69-95.46RBO-55.84BO-90.85RBOG-
98.72RBOGY-58.67BOGY-56.73BOG-48.72OG*

0.32
 /

0.26
(8) Rejected variables: all NS - 

(9) ρ=538.73+33.23OG+46.36OGY+81.95GY*
0.21
 / 

0.19
(10) ρ=517.01+0.5651OG-0.5223OGY+1.2279GY*

0.31
 / 

0.29

(11) ρ=558.47–33.26RBO+6.37BO NS 
Rejected: BO (0.7844)

0.10
 /

 0.09
(12) ρ=612.4-1.22RBO+0.5522BO*

0.34 
/

 0.33
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colors are interesting. MOE have a negative 
correlation with mixed colors with the presence 
of red, except RBOGY. Due to the presence of 
yellow, a balance between the properties of red 
and yellow seems to occur, creating a higher 
MOE value. As RBOG did not present a positive 
correlation, only the presence of green is not 
enough to balance the variability of red. This 
behavior is similar to the mixed colors BO, as 
blue is a JW wood, orange seems to be the 
transition wood (wood between JW and AW) 
and correlations are negative when orange is 
associated with red or blue color. The correlation 
becomes positive when orange is associated 
with green and yellow. In light of this, red and 
blue color seem to indicate a poorer MOE, but if 
these colors are present with green and yellow, 
a balance is created, allowing the use of this JW 
in a board to classify as structural. 

These results are in accordance with other 
studies about JW. For many species, the inner 
region of wood, which corresponds to JW, had 
shown lower MOE, especially when the logs 
are harvested at young ages (Moore et al. 2012, 
Wessels et al. 2011, Rais et al. 2014, Erasmus et 
al. 2018). This lower MOE is correlated to the 
microfibril angle (MFA) since the young trees 
require more flexibility to avoid fractures on 
wind-loading exposures. The MFA is lower and 
results in poorer stiffness (Lasserre et al. 2009).

The estimation of colors, only by the 
presence or the absence, was possible when 
the multiple linear regression was analyzed in 
Model 1. This model presents seven possibilities 
of mixed colors that could be within a board. 
However, due to the high variation of properties, 
within and between trees, using only the colors 
proportion (Model 2) was not statistically 
enough to estimate MOE. It might mean that 
more variables must be considered, such as 
the growth ring width, since this characteristic 
can affect the individual properties of boards. 

Due to the sawmilling patterns seems that some 
rings of outer wood are cut away, while the rings 
of young age (closer to the pith) are present in a 
higher percentage in the boards. Erasmus et al. 
(2018) stated that the ring’s width could affect 
the geometry of patterns due to sawmilling, 
despite that, in this study, statistical significance 
was not obtained when the geometry (radial or 
tangential rings) of the boards were considered. 
It can indicate that only the geometry of the 
boards will not affect the prediction of MOE, but 
maybe in association with the width of rings, 
both could be used to estimate the MOE in a 
more accurate result. 

Model 4, with color percentage variables 
that correspond to AW, had a better estimation 
of MOE since the variation in this area of 
wood (after the 12th growth year) seems to be 
stabilized. Some studies point out that after 
this age the competition in the planting sites 
is higher, especially if spacing among trees is 
lower, and these conditions result in higher MOE 
(Clark et al. 2008, Moore et al. 2015, Froneman 
& Wessels 2017, Erasmus et al. 2018). These 
conditions create a smaller rate of growth in the 
trees, influencing mainly the MFA, whose angle 
tends to increase resulting in a higher stiffness 
of boards. This situation is also due to the 
fact that trees need to reach higher heights to 
capture sunlight, and consequently, they need 
more rigidity to bear their own height (Lasserre 
et al. 2009, Watt et al. 2009, Schimleck et al. 2018). 

Differences in the radial direction of wood 
also are due to a large amount of variation in 
the mechanical properties within and between 
trees (Moore et al. 2013). The presence of this 
variation is reported by Erasmus et al. (2018) as 
an influence on the planting space of trees. The 
authors mentioned that on closely planted trees 
the MFA tends to decrease and as a result, MOE 
increases, while the trees that grow in higher 
planting spacing seemed to be a lower MOE. 
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Although the density of Pinus taeda can be 
estimated significantly by the Models presented 
here, its behavior is variable within and between 
trees, which leads to tendentiousness to 
overestimate the higher and underestimate the 
lowers densities. Density seems that also would 
be predicted by adding the widths of the rings to 
the models. After all, density is correlated with 
early and latewood, since the cells of latewood 
tend to have bigger cell walls which result in 
higher densities (Erasmus et al. 2018). 

Due to the variations that occur within 
and between trees, even in the same species, 
the option would be grading the logs before 
sawmilling, avoiding the work and the loss of 
resources for boards that will not be classified 
as structural. However, if it is not possible, 
changing the pattern of sawmilling, with lower 
stiffness (red and blue colors) discarded, could 
be an option to decrease outgoing on this 
grading process. The patterns of sawmilling and 
ring width are also important since it seems to 
affect the geometry of sawing and the individual 
lumber properties (Erasmus et al. 2018).   

This study has yielded a considerable 
amount of information on the proportion of JW 
variation in wood density and stiffness within 
Pinus taeda trees and some impact of these 
difference proportions on the properties of 
structural timber. This information can impact 
forest management and grading timber, not only 
in decisions about rotation length but also in 
different decisions around forest planting space 
and sawmilling process options.

In conclusion, JW and AW seem to have a 
relation with the stiffness of timber. This study 
can point out that high densities are not enough 
to grade a board as structural, because MOE 
does not perform proportionally. Boards up to 
the first 12 years old do not present a minimum 
value of MOE, and they cannot be graded as 
structural. However, radial boards with the 

presence of JW (up to the first 6 years old) 
can be classified as structural if, at the same 
board, there is a minimum of 30% of AW over 
18 years old. Considering this, a new sawmilling 
pattern that prioritizes boards of edges should 
be developed. Since boards of edges present 
higher percentages of AW and consequently, 
higher MOE values.   

Due to the differences caused by variation 
within trees which impacts MOE, studies models 
to predict JW proportion should try to understand 
if there are other features that could influence 
MOE, such as width growth rings. In summary, 
this study can help sawmill managers and wood 
companies to understand how to work in a 
better rational way the wood and avoid waste. 
This kind of study should continue to expand 
the knowledge about JW proportion and its 
influence on boards, as well as the relationship 
of visual defects to stiffness and juvenile and 
adult woods, aiming the structural use, since 
their information maybe helps to advance its 
potential and better use of fast grown Brazilian 
Pinus trees.
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